Manage risk and
reduce fraud
Optimize financial operations
and minimize loss of revenue
from fraud

Fraud is forcing
businesses to
rethink security
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Merchandise return fraud

Enterprises face many forms of risk
Growing legal and regulatory compliance

Skills gaps

Improper discounts

Unreliable forecasts

Poor project operations/service delivery

Increasing regulations

Error-prone, inefficient manual processes
Stolen/shoplifted merchandise

Manage Financial Risk
and Reduce Fraud
with Microsoft
Optimize financial operations

Protect your revenue

Adapt quickly and reduce costs

Optimize
financial
operations

Make data driven decisions with customer payment predictions,
cash flow management, and forecasting

Get real time financial visibility

Automate expense policies and achieve higher profit margins

Drive more digital sales and improve the customer experience

Protect
your revenue

Maximize financial performance by merging core business
processes with financials
Gain actionable insights
Unify financial data
Ensure employee efficiency
Protect your business reputation
Minimize loss of revenue associated with fraud and
wrongful rejections

Adapt quickly
and reduce
costs

Reduce credit risks and ensure timely customer payments

Adapt to changing regulations

Streamline processes and lower administrative costs
Utilize a world-class fraud protection engine and prevent
disruptions from scaled bot attacks

Customer:
Microsoft Corporation
Industry:
Partner Professional Services
Size:
135,000 employees
Country:
United States
Products and services:
Microsoft Dynamics 365
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Fraud Protection
Read full story here

“We’ve shown it’s possible to simultaneously achieve low fraud and high customer success.
The innovations in Dynamics 365 Fraud Protection made a very significant impact on our
operations and profitability.”
- Dave O’Hara, Chief Financial Officer for Cloud and AI, Microsoft

Situation
As a global e-commerce leader,
Microsoft is no stranger to the
threat of online fraud. But it
wasn’t always easy to safeguard
more than a billion transactions
a year and deliver the best
possible buying experience –
both at the same time

Solution
Microsoft combined its
e-commerce experience and
technology expertise to build
its own AI-powered fraud
protection system. After
proving the system’s value, the
company released Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Fraud Protection
for public preview in April 2019

Impact
With Dynamics 365 Fraud
Protection technology, Microsoft
reduced fraud costs by $76 million
and boosted revenue by hundreds
of millions over two years. Now all
online retailers can reduce fraud,
protect revenue, and deliver more
seamless transactions

UBS taps the cloud to power critical risk computing
workloads
CHALLENGE
• Increased regulatory
burdens and dependency
on legacy technology
required significant
investments
• Internal investigations
indicate that traditional
on-premises infrastructure
modernization approach
would not fulfill the
requirements regarding
agility and scalability

STRATEGY

RESULTS

• UBS partnered in an early stage with Microsoft

• Cloud-based risk platform

• Microsoft Financial Services Compliance Program
provided full transparency into Microsoft cloud
security, operations, services, and processes

• Speeding calculation time by 100%

• UBS and regulators validated that Microsoft has
taken the proper steps to secure data and
mitigate risk
• Cloud migration strategy executed in various PoC
stages to ensure that the clients business systems
continue to perform in a cloud environment
• After successful demonstration of the cloud
capabilities and connection of the UBS network,
whole platform moved from a local DC to the cloud

• Saving on infrastructure costs
• Gaining nearly infinite scale with calculation times
partially reduced to minutes
• The risk platform has continuously evolved and
became finally a unified platform for UBS’s risk
calculation needs
• Modernized risk calculation environment which can
dynamically adopt to new and modified regulatory
requirements

“With Microsoft Azure, we are building on the industry’s leading cloud platform in terms of
innovation, technology, security and regulatory compliance, which is very important as a
financial institution.”
Paul McEwen, Head of Technology Services, UBS

Start optimizing financial
operations and minimizing loss
of revenue from fraud with the
Manage Financial Risk and
Reduce Fraud solution from
Microsoft

Connect with your partner to learn more
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